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Abstract

Ž q.Naphthalene cations C H were produced in a slit jet coupled with an electronic discharge, and cavity ring down was10 8

used to obtain its absorption spectrum in the region 645–680 nm. Two of the strongest C Hq bands previously10 8

characterized by matrix isolation spectroscopy were found, both with a fractional blue shift of about 0.5%. This is the first
Ž .gas-phase electronic absorption spectrum of an ionized polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon PAH . This work opens the way
Ž .for a direct comparison of laboratory PAH spectra with the diffuse interstellar bands DIB , the origin of which still

constitutes an open problem in astrophysics. q 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

Identification of the carriers of the diffuse inter-
Ž .stellar bands DIB , the longest unsolved problem in

astrophysical spectroscopy, is fundamental for a cor-
rect understanding of the physical and chemical evo-

Ž .lution of the interstellar medium ISM . The DIBs
are discrete absorption features superposed on the
interstellar extinction curve. These bands, too wide
to correspond to atomic transitions, number today
more than 200, spanning from the near-ultraviolet
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Ž . Ž . w x400 nm to the near-infrared 1.2 mm 1 . Because
of their inferred abundance, the DIB carriers are
expected to influence the chemical composition of
molecular clouds and many interstellar processes
such as the energy balance through the photoelectric
effect and the ionization balance through recombina-
tion with electrons and ions. The present consensus
w x1 , based on high-resolution astronomical observa-
tions, is that the DIBs arise from free, gas-phase,

Ž .molecular species neutrals andror ions which are
ubiquitous in diffuse ISM clouds. Carbon-containing
species are considered among the most promising
candidates to explain the DIBs due to the large
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abundance of elemental carbon and hydrogen in
space.

Among the molecular candidates, a class of large
carbonaceous molecules – namely, polycyclic aro-

Ž .matic hydrocarbons PAH – have been proposed as
w xthe possible carriers of the DIBs 2,3 . These

molecules, which are thought to be ubiquitous and
abundant in the interstellar medium, are also stable
against photodissociation by the strong UV radiation
present in this environment. Moreover, a large frac-
tion of the PAHs are expected to be ionized in the

ŽISM and thus absorb lower energy photons mainly
.in the visible and near-IR regions of the spectrum

w xthan the neutral precursors 4 .
Until recently, the only spectroscopic data avail-

able on PAHs came from absorption spectra of neu-
tral and ionized PAHs suspended in strongly perturb-
ing media making all astrophysical comparisons im-
possible. To address this issue, a large effort has
been devoted in the past few years to measure the

˚Ž .UV–Visible–NIR 1800–9000 A range spectro-
scopic properties of neutral and ionized PAHs under
conditions relevant to astrophysical environments
Ži.e., isolated species in the least-perturbing solid

Ž . .media possible, inert gas neon matrices . These
results have been reported and their relevance to

w xastrophysical questions has been discussed 5–10 .
Substantial progress has been made using these ma-

Ž .trix isolation spectroscopy MIS data which are
supportive of the idea that PAH ions could be re-

w xsponsible for many of the DIBs 10 . Two major
limitations remain, however, with the MIS data.
Unknown spectral shifts and band broadening are
induced in the matrix by the interaction of the trapped
PAH ions with the rare-gas atoms of the lattice.
Nonetheless, neon-matrix data remain essential for
selecting species which are the most promising inter-
stellar candidates.

The ultimate test can only be made by comparing
the astronomical data with spectra measured in the
laboratory under conditions which closely mimic

Ž .those in the interstellar medium, i.e. cold (100 K
moleculesrions at very low density in the gas phase.
This is a technically challenging task in the case of
PAHs which have a low vapor pressure. All the more
since the most likely DIBs candidates are ionized.
Unfortunately, sensitive detection by laser-induced
fluorescence cannot be generally applied to this

problem, due to the fast non-radiative processes of
internal electronic conversion which are common in

w xlarge molecules 11 .
Alternative high sensitivity spectroscopic tech-

niques are therefore needed. In an attempt to advance
in this direction, we applied cavity ring-down spec-

Ž .troscopy CRDS , which is a high sensitivity direct
absorption method. We report here the first direct
absorption spectrum of a PAH ion in the gas phase,
produced in a continuous supersonic slit jet coupled
with an electronic discharge. As this work was in

w xprogress, Brechignac and Pino 12 also obtained´
Ž .spectra from PAH ions phenanthrene cation in a

supersonic pulsed jet. Their detection scheme is ap-
pealing but rather complicated. It involves the use of
a multiphoton laser ionization step, of a second
delayed laser pulse to excite electronic transitions in
the ion, and of a time-of-flight mass spectrometer to
probe the populations of the PAH ion complexed
with one or two rare-gas atoms. These two ap-
proaches are indeed quite complementary. Compared
to Brechignac’s scheme, our simple application of a´
direct absorption method has a more general scope,
since it does not rely on specific inter- and intra-
molecular processes. On the other hand, our mea-
surements are partially affected by inhomogeneous
broadening associated with the incomplete cooling of
the molecular vibrational and rotational degrees of
freedom in the supersonic jet.

CRDS is based on the measure of the exponential
Ž .decay I exp yg t , or ‘ring down’, of photons0

w xtrapped inside an optical cavity 13–17 . The ring-
down rate g is proportional to the cavity losses per

w Žround trip, which may be written as gs Aq 1y
.xR rt , where t is the time for one pass through the0 0

Ž .cavity at the speed of light , A is the fractional
one-pass absorption due to absorption by molecules
present inside the cavity, and R is the mirror reflec-
tivity. A pulsed laser is normally used to inject
photons into the cavity by transmission through one
of the mirrors and the photon ring down is monitored
by detecting the light leaking out through the other
cavity mirror. Thus, as the laser wavelength is tuned,
measuring the ring-down rate allows a direct deter-
mination of the sample absorption. This produces
variations of the rate above a baseline very slowly
dependent on wavelength, due to the broad mirror
reflectivity curve. For good mirrors, one can obtain
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ring-down rates corresponding to losses per pass on
the order of 10y4. If, for example, the ring-down
rate is measured with a relative noise of 1%, this
means that the smallest absorption by the intracavity
sample that can be detected on the ring-down spec-
trum is as small as 1%=10y4 s10y6 per pass! An
important feature of CRDS is that it is insensitive to
the large intensity fluctuations typical of pulsed
lasers.

Inside a heated supersonic slit jet assembly, argon
gas was passed through naphthalene powder before
reaching the slit jet aperture. Electrodes at the same

Ž .negative potential ;500 V were mounted on both
sides of the slit aperture to produce a glow discharge
directly in the jet, from the electrodes towards the
slit walls. This setup is analogous to that of Davis et

w xal. 18 . The effect of the discharge on the cooling of
the molecular degrees of freedom by the supersonic
expansion appears to be negligible. From rotationally
resolved oxygen spectra taken in similar jet condi-
tions, we observed that the rotational temperature
was unaffected by the discharge.

Two high reflectivity mirrors were mounted on
the vacuum chamber for CRDS measurements di-
rectly in the jet. The ring-down cavity axis was
parallel to the slit to maximize the absorption path
length. For the injection, a pulsed dye laser was
partially mode-matched to the cavity, and a detection

limit of better than 10y7 per pass was achieved
averaging the ring-down rate over 10–20 laser shots.
As the loss per pass was ;5=10y5, this perfor-
mance corresponds to a noise level of about 0.2% in
the determination of the ring-down rate.

While the jet was run continuously, the discharge
was switched on only in coincidence with the laser
pulse and for the duration of the ring-down signal.
This gave a stable discharge of several hundred
milliamperes without overheating the electrodes. For
each wavelength step of the laser scan, the ring-down
rate was separately averaged with and without dis-
charge, so that two spectra were recorded at the same
time. Subtracting one spectrum from the other im-
proved the baseline long-term stability, which is
critical when broad spectral features have to be
detected, such as in this work.

Ring-down spectra taken at different temperatures
of the slit jet assembly are displayed in Fig. 1. As the
vapor pressure of naphthalene changes from about
60 mTorr at room temperature to 2 Torr at 608C, the
C Hq concentration in the jet discharge also in-10 8

creases until its absorption spectrum becomes appar-
ent. Although the temperature dependence of the
naphthalene vapor pressure is known, its effective
partial pressure in the carrier argon flow cannot be
easily determined due to the non-equilibrium flow
regime.

q ˚Fig. 1. CRDS absorption spectra of the C H band at 6706.5 A, taken for different temperatures of the slit jet assembly which contain the10 8
Ž . Ž .C H powder. In the spectrum are also marked some metastable Ar I and ionized Ar II argon lines used for wavelength calibration.10 8
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Fig. 2 shows the ring-down spectra in the region
where the two strongest absorption bands of C Hq

10 8

were previously located by MIS measurements. Both
2 Ž . 2 Ž .bands belong to the B D §X A D band3g 2 u 0

w xsystem 5 . Given the noise level, a simple Lorentzian
model was used as a first guess for fitting the band

Žprofile in order to evaluate the position 6706.5"0.5
˚ . Žand 6488.4"1 A , peak absorption 0.32 and 0.18

y6 ˚. Ž .=10 rpass and full width 14 and 18 A of these
bands. The relative intensity and the spacing between
the two bands are in perfect agreement with the MIS

w xmeasurements 5 . We find a fractional blue shift in
energy of about 0.5% relative to the MIS spectra,
which is well within the predicted limits of the

w xneon-matrix to gas-phase shift 10 . The bandwidths
are about 3 times narrower than those in matrix
spectra, illustrating the large inhomogeneous broad-
ening induced by the matrix. The residual broaden-
ing of the gas-phase spectra is most likely due to
one, or a combination, of the following mechanisms.
Given the molecular size and our instrumental reso-
lution, an unresolved rotational band structure should
be present. At the rotational temperature typical of

Ž .slit jets 10–20 K , this rotational broadening effect
can be estimated to be in the range of a few cmy1

for a molecule the size of naphthalene. This is
negligibly small compared with the observed broad-

ening. Similarly, a hot band structure should be
associated to the several low energy vibrational
modes of the naphthalene molecule. This broadening
contribution is more difficult to estimate, at this
stage. Already, the vibrational temperature in a su-
personic slit jet is generally not as low as the rota-

Ž .tional temperature ;100 K . In addition, the ioniza-
tion process could compete with the adiabatic cool-
ing, resulting in an higher effective vibrational tem-
perature for the ions. At any rate, hot bands should
produce a structured and asymmetric envelope, which
should be revealed in future measurements with im-
proved sensitivity. Finally, non-radiative internal
conversion of the electronic energy into the dense
bath of molecular vibrational levels should be a
favorable and common process in larger molecules.
A homogeneous broadening characterized by a sym-
metric Lorentzian profile should then be produced,
with a width proportional to the inverse of the time
scale for the relaxation process. This being an intrin-
sic intramolecular process, the associated homoge-
neous broadening would be present also in the DIBs
spectrum, in the case a real match is found with the
laboratory PAH spectrum.

Even though the CRDS spectra give the absolute
Ž .sample absorption per pass reported in our figures ,

the PAH cation density is unknown at this stage and

˚Fig. 2. CRDS spectra of bands at 6706.5 and 6488.4 A, taken in a supersonic slit jet discharge of argon with C H seeded at about 668C.10 8

The position of two DIBs which fall quite close the the observed transitions is also indicated.
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it is thus impossible to estimate the strength of the
observed C Hq transitions.10 8

Additional narrow absorption lines are also found
in the recorded spectra. These lines are not related to
the naphthalene, since they do not vary as its temper-
ature and concentration is substantially increased in

Ž .the carrier gas Fig. 1 . They display a varying width
and several of the narrower lines are easily assigned
to metastable or ionized argon transitions, as marked
in Fig. 1, which where indeed used for absolute
wavelength calibration of the spectra. The origin of
the remaining transitions, which include all of the
broader ones, is not yet clear.

The comparison of these preliminary laboratory
data with the DIBs indicates that the following.

Ž .i There is no correspondence between the
˚ q6741.0 and 6520.7 A DIBs and C H stronger10 8

absorption bands as previously suggested by MIS
w x19 . This result is definitive and unambiguous.

Ž .ii A possible correspondence is found, however,
˚ qbetween the 6706.5 and 6488.4 A C H bands and10 8
˚ w x Ž .weak DIBs at 6699.4 and 6491.9 A 20 Fig. 2 . The

DIBs wavelengths fall well within the half-width of
the C Hq bands, although with opposite shifts. The10 8

Ž .relative intensity of the two bands is the same ;1.8
in the laboratory and in the astronomical observa-
tions. The two DIBs also have similar full widths

˚Ž .1.2 and 0.8 A, respectively which are about 10
times narrower than those associated with C Hq

10 8
˚Ž .bands 14 and 18 A, respectively . Hot bands due to

incomplete vibrational cooling, together with a rota-
tional band envelope, could give an asymmetric band
profile accounting both for the excess broadening
and for the observed shifts in our jet measurements
with respect to the DIBs. However, it is difficult to
imagine that opposite shifts would result for bands
belonging to the same vibrational progression. Fur-
ther studies should clarify this point. The third possi-
ble source of broadening, internal electronic conver-
sion, cannot be invoked at all. This is a intramolec-
ular process independent of the temperature.

Ž . qiii The two stronger C H bands measured in10 8
˚the jet at 6706.5 and 6488.4 A are blue shifted by

˚34.5 and 31.6 A, respectively, with respect to the
Žneon-matrix spectra which are given with a "0.3

.nm error . This makes about the same fractional shift
of 0.5% for both bands. Assuming the same frac-
tional shift for the other strong band in the vibronic

progression of the first allowed electronic transition,
q ˚places the next C H band at 6120 A, surprisingly10 8

˚close to another weak DIBs at 6116.7 A. This third
˚DIBs has a width of 0.5 A, comparable with the two

DIBs considered above.
In the case of these three weak DIBs, their inten-

sities vary by a factor of 4 from one data set to
another. Part of this can be due to the uncertainty in
the baseline determination of the astrophysical data.
Thus, although this preliminary study seems to sup-
port the hypothesis that PAH ions carry some of the

w xDIBs 10 , more conclusive evidence awaits the in-
vestigation of a number of selected PAH ions which
may correlate with stronger DIBs. The existing MIS
measurements will provide indispensable reference
data to guide these future gas-phase measurements.

In this work, naphthalene was chosen as a test
system due to its high vapor pressure and easy
handling. The generality of our experimental ap-
proach, based on a direct absorption technique, as-
sures that it can be used to obtain the spectra of other
PAH ions or radicals as well. We are currently
working at our setup since an improvement in the
signal-to-noise ratio is definitely possible. Also, a
better determination of the vibrational and rotational
temperatures in the jet will be needed, so that the
estimation of rotational and hot-band broadening ef-
fects will be possible. Another important problem is
the estimation of the ion density in the slit jet, which
would allow deriving the absolute gas-phase transi-
tion strengths.

These experimental results represent an important
step in the spectroscopy of large aromatic ions or
radicals. Considering also the recent results by

w xBrechignac and Pino 12 , who are able to obtain´
optical cross-sections from their measurements, it is
clear that it will soon be possible to assess unam-
biguously the role of these molecules as carriers for
the DIBs.
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